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Arcidiacono says he only owns one car,
and it gets him everywhere on time. The
26-year-old New Yorker drives a 2001
Nissan 240z turbo coupe. Arcidiacono
writes in a guest post on Gizmodo that
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he likes his car because it can go
anywhere and he can install whatever
components he wants. The post was

published Wednesday (and you can read
it here). Arcidiacono details everything
he’s done to the car, including getting it

a custom paint job, working on the
audio and video system, and using

“some custom parts, some tips from
some friends and my instructor.”
Arcidiacono actually put the car

together in high school. It was a purple
Nissan Sentra, and the only thing he did
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to it was install carbon fiber seat covers.
Arcidiacono’s 240z now comes with
7.2-in. of wheel. “This might be the

smallest wheels on a car,” he writes. He
writes that he only needs a small part of
his 240z for most of his daily driving,
even though “it gets to snow a lot.” He
mentions that he can make a trip from
his home to New York on “well under
30 minutes.” “My city to campus? A

little over 40 minutes,” he says.
Arcidiacono’s post is the first part of an

ongoing series he plans to publish on
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